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A site in Oncourse was established to review courses and program proposals. In addition to forum discussions, the Senate Curriculum Committee met:

- 9/15/14
- 9/18/14
- 10/10/14
- 11/14/14 - no quorum
- 12/12/14
- 2/15/15
- 4/15/15

Discussion Topics:

Learning Objectives
Suggestion was made to compile information on how to write learning objectives to post on Curriculum Committee website. UCET has information. Firm Faith can be listed as someone who can help. The information could also be sent to School/department Chairs and Curriculum Committees. Below are links identified to help in writing learning objectives.

- http://www.celt.iastate.edu/teaching-resources/effective-practice/revised-blooms-taxonomy/
- https://www.iusb.edu/ucet/resources/AZteachinglearning.php

In November, it was discovered that the Curriculum Committee website was not linking to the specific requirements for new degree. Susan met with Michelle Bakerson and agreed upon changes/additions to the website. Michelle made changes. The curriculum committee may want to discuss establishing specific criteria/required documentation when reviewing course and program proposals.

Syllabi
Question about syllabus. Is a syllabus required for all course proposals? Required for graduate course proposals. Committee members believe the syllabus helps when reviewing course proposals. Will continue to request syllabi.

**Degree Map Requirement**

Question about degree map requirement. Why is this being required? What is the justification for the requirement? Will all course requests be required to have a degree map? To be discussed at next meeting.

12/12/14 meeting Guest Speaker: Linda Chen (Academic Affairs) discussed degree maps and the difference between degree maps and curriculum maps. The Curriculum Committee should be aware of degree maps but their intended use is for advising and degree completion. New degree proposals should include a four year plan for completion.

Curriculum maps demonstrate how a course fits into the major's learning objectives/outcomes, and will be required for all course requests beginning **January 2015.**

**Approved Programs**

Bachelor of Science in the Health Sciences – new degree program for College of Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene - program changes approved

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Management

Outside Minor in Leadership and Management for the School of Business and Economics

Outside Minor for Human Resource Management for the School of Business and Economics

Inside Minor for Human Resource Management for the School of Business and Economics

Outside Minor in Health Care management for the School of Business and Economics

Outside Minor in Small Business and Entrepreneurship for the School of Business and Economics

Minor in Counseling approved for School of Education

Accounting Degree Requirement change – changing requirement for business law from L203 Commercial Law to L201 Business Law.

MSE-Higher Education and Student Affairs
Geography Minor

Name change for BS in Applied Mathematics to BS in Mathematics

MBA Redesign

Graduate Certificate in Business

Revision of Business Minor for Nonbusiness majors

Pending

Marriage and Family Counseling program - posted for review

DHYG H411 Global Health - course was mistakenly sent to IUPUI for review. Waiting for it to come to us through CARMIN.

The following courses were reviewed and approved:

New Course Requests:

BUSB B504 Team Management – part of redesigned MPA degree. Course on this topic needed.

LAS B190 The Sustainable Future. To offer introductory general education sustainability course

DHYG-H495 Clinical Experience in Dental Hygiene – to provide students credit for experience as dental hygienist for completion of BSDH

EDUC G515 Etiology, Diagnosis & Treatment – replaced G506 in the Counseling and Human Services program.

EDUC G517 Crisis and Trauma Counseling – required for accreditation standards for the Counseling and Human Services Program.

EDUC G516 Understanding Child & Adolescent Behavior – fills gap in program

DHYG H415 Communication Skills for the Healthcare Professional – part of revised program with online component

DHYG-H410 Management Strategies for the Dental Hygiene Professional – part of revised program with online component
DHYG D412 Global Health – part of revised program with online component
DHYG-E443 Public Health Education Methods - part of revised program with online component

HSC H101 Introduction to Health Sciences – for new BSHS degree
HSC HH327 Introduction to community Health – for new BSHS degree
HSC H401 Needs and Capacity Assessment – for new BSHS degree
HSC H492 Research in Health Sciences – for new BSHS degree
HSC L230 Health Care Delivery Systems – for new BSHS degree
HSC W210 Current Issues in Health Care – for new BSHS degree

HSC H499 Senior Capstone – for new BSHS degree

Physics S490 Physics Capstone –Needed for degree completion
Spanish S203 Spanish for Public Services – Requested/needed by other programs (Criminal Justice/Social Work)
SUST S695 Independent Study in Strategic Sustainability Leadership
SUST S610 Topics in Strategic Sustainability Leadership – to offer course on topics not currently in the established curriculum
NURS K414 Chinese Medicine – for Complementary Health Minor

SUST S695 Professional Development for Strategic Sustainability Leadership – to provide students with opportunity to create professional networks and establish a professional development and continuing education plan after graduation.

SPAN T190 Literary and Intellectual Traditions –CCLIT Mexican Culture and Society – content not currently available/offered
SPAN T390 Literary & Intellectual Traditions, Study Abroad: Mexican Culture and Society. – to provide students with opportunity to learn more about Mexican culture and society.

Course Change Requests:

AHLT R103 Intro to Clinical Radiography  change credit hours from 1 to 2
BUSB A504 Management Information Systems – Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUS D503 Production Management – Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

EDUC K505 Intro to Special Ed-eliminate prerequisites

EDUC A629 Data-informed Decision Making for School Leaders – removed the term online from course description.

THTR T249 Drafting and Color Media – Credit hours changed to 3.

THTR T449 Profession of Theatre Design - Credit hours changed to 3.

THTR T348 Digital Theatre Design – Credit hours changed to 3.

Radiography AHLT R208 - approval to stop offering

BUSB A501 Financial Accounting for Managers. - Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUSB F503 Decision Making Tools in Accounting: - Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUSB A511 Quantitative Business Analysis: - Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUSB A502 Managerial Price Theory: - Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUSB A503 Statistical Applications. - Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUS D501 Management of Marketing. Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUSB D502 Financial Management. - Name change/description change/credit hour change for redesigned MBA program.

BUSB F301 Financial Management – changing prerequisites
Sustainability S690 Strategic Sustainability Leadership Program– title change to reflect revised content

Matching Course Requests:

EDUC G206 Intro to Counseling Psychology need undergraduate course on this topic (for minor).

EDUC G375 Multicultural Skills – need undergraduate course on this topic (for minor).

EDUC G573 Com Skills and Interprs Rel- required course for proposed MSE in Higher Education and Student Affairs

EDUC A515 Educ. Leadership: TCHR DVLP&EVAL – to meet ELCC standards and improve the quality of a proposed MSE in Educational Leadership.

EDUC G203 Communication for Youth-Serving Professionals-need undergraduate course on this topic (for minor)

EDUC G568 Family Counseling – for new program and to extend training in family counseling

EDUC G302 Resources for Counseling with Youth – need undergraduate course on this topic (for minor)

EDUC G208 Prevention of Adolescent Risk Behavior: Counseling Perspectives – need undergraduate course on this topic (for minor)

EDUC Y520 Strategies for Educ. Inquiry - required course for proposed MSE in Higher Education and Student Affairs

DHYG H206 General Pathology I – to teach dental hygiene students about pathology

DHYG H212 Human Biology: To give students anatomy and physiology course in program.

CJUS P345 Terrorism

INTL I498 Internship in International Studies – based on student requests

Pending

April-May 2014

Social Work S221 Human Growth and Development (need syllabus)
Social Work S251 History and Analysis of Social Welfare Policy (need syllabus)

CJUS B190 Human Behavior and Social Institutions-Waiting for revised learning outcomes/corrections to form

HIST G395 Modern China-Proposer no longer here. Email correspondence with Bill Feighery indicates he will investigate. Sent request for update on 4/17/14. This will be pending per Bill Feighery (4/30/14)

BIOL L102 12/16/2013 Course has not moved forward because learning objectives were not changed per request from Michelle Bakerson

Committee officially ended business on May 29, 2015

Respectfully submitted,

Susan Thomas